showcase evaluation

Khac Chi Sounds of Vietnam

How this information was compiled
The data presented for this group was compiled using
information from up to 80 evaluation forms per showcase.
The comments represent a range of delegate opinions. Survey
categories for the ArtScan showcase, educational content and
grade suitability use a scale of 1 (low) to 5 (high).
Showcase content (out of 5.0)

4.8
4.5
4.7

Level of artistry
Audience/Student appeal
Presentation value (costumes/visuals/etc.)
Educational content (out of 5.0)

4.6
4.4
4.3

Educational value
Rapport with students
Relevance to students
Audience suitability & recommendation

90%
91%
61%
46%

Primary
Intermediate
Middle/Junior
Secondary

Comments
Gentle, gracious artists...Intriguing display of instruments...Very
professional, great personality...Kids loved the “squeeze”
flutes...Supper rapport with students...A secondary music
class would love the instruments...A fest for both eyes and
ears...Great way of communicating with audience...Asian
music made totally accessible...Very entertaining and
educational...Totally unique...worthwhile to have...wonderful
audience participation...Great performance...A great
value for $...Good audience participation...Amazing and
unique instruments...Education of rhythm and musical
instruments...Unique instruments shared through
performance...Very engaging with children...Incredible
instruments and vocals...Very positive energy
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Khac Chi - Sounds of Vietnam features
two of Vietnam’s premiere musicians
performing on rare, unique instruments
native to Vietnam. These virtuoso artists
offer an intriguing glimpse into the rich
musical tradition of Vietnam and its
4,000 year history. The duo is known for
its virtuosity and lively stage shows and
its performances have been presented
to thousands of schools throughout
Canada, the US, Europe and Asia. Their
CD, Spirit of Vietnam, showcases the
ensemble’s diverse musical styles,
combining both classical and traditional
instruments from the highlands.
Showcase: Vietnamese culture and
history told through the sounds of rare
bamboo instruments.
Discipline
Grades
Duration
Capacity
# in Group
Homebase
Fees
Showcase(s)
Languages

Music
Primary to Secondary
40–50 min.
500
2
Vancouver
$400–$600
2000, 2002, 2005
English, Vietnamese
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